A reputed Government entity in Abu Dhabi requires a "Quality and Competency Assessment Director" (UAE National) to head the leadership, quality management and competency assessment with a view to provide accurate, effective and timely feedback to departments and stakeholders. Successful personnel shall provide guidance and supervision on the completion of quality management system in training and development and assess the competencies of work entrust. She/he shall manage the staff to perform all work related with respect to the quality management and competency assessment. Additionally, will review the periodic evaluation report for the performance of department heads. Candidates with Master’s degree are highly preferred.

**PROGRAMS AND PARTNERS PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT MANAGER (UAE NATIONAL) - AED 61,000/-**
(Ref – 29283)

An iconic Government entity in Abu Dhabi requires a "Programs and Partners Performance Assessment Manager" (UAE National) to lead the program evaluation and performance division. Successful incumbent shall provide accurate and effective management reports with respect to the performance of academic partners in the program implementation phases and beyond. Potential incumbent shall also ensure that the needs of the program evaluation section and the performance of partners are identified thereby ensuring fair distribution of work, conducting annual job evaluation and providing learning opportunities & staff development to ensure continuous employee motivation apparently, delivering high levels of productivity. Candidates with Master’s degree are highly preferred.

**LEGAL COUNCIL (UAE NATIONAL) - AED 61,000/-**
(Ref – 29269)

A Government entity in Abu Dhabi requires a "Legal Counsel" (UAE National) to provide legal advice to the management of the entity in legal related matters. Formulation, negotiation and approval of contracts/agreements (Licensing, leasing, insurance, training, local/international service providers) to the Academy and make recommendations. Successful personal should lead legal matters to support the implementation of the entity's strategy and provide legal representation to deliver strategic vision and business growth opportunities. Predict problems and assess risk, in coordination with the Strategy Manager and identify proactive solutions that will eliminate or mitigate risks. Candidate must be Master’s in higher education or equivalent.

**GENERAL MANAGER - AED 30,000/-**
(Ref – 29248)

A well-established business set up company in UAE requires a General Manager with min 10 years’ experience in UAE business formation business set up and legislation. Responsible for optimizing growth in profitability through effective leadership, planning, organization and control of functional activities within agreed strategies and guidelines. Developing and implementing strategies to increase revenue and market share for prospective clients who are setting new businesses and are registering for company formation and trade license renewals.

**ARCHITECT - AED 25,000/-**
(Ref – 29277)

A leading architectural engineering and planning firm requires an Architect. You will be responsible in reviewing inspection request and replying to the contractor. You will be responsible for attending meetings with project team, client, contractors, sub-contractors and other stakeholders. Your responsibilities also includes in reviewing shop drawings, material submittal, material inspection, request for information, method statement and so on. You will also monitor progress and site activities in liaison with the Site Inspectors.

**HUMAN RESOURCE BUSINESS PARTNER - AED 20,000/-**
(Ref – 29281)

Our client is a multinational IT solutions and distributor. They provide support to leading companies globally. The role involves working in partnership with all divisional areas of the organization to provide training and support along with support on the research, design and development of HR initiatives to support implementation of the HR strategy. The person will be responsible for providing HR service that is focused on HR solutions. Min 5 years of experience as an HR Manager with a Bachelor’s degree in Human resource or Business Management is required.